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Presentation Overview
¾ Presentation is a two-person “tag team” presentation.

¾ 1st part presents a general argument for a new integrative [CMMI] perspective.



CMMI-centered.
How the landscape has changed and the need for a more holistic approach

¾ 2nd part presents an argument for smarter strategic sourcing (commercial
definition) processes.







Strategic Sourcing-centered.
Expectations of order of magnitude change in sourcing efficiencies and effectiveness to
survive,
Post contracting management focus over the contract itself as a driver of success,
How value realization overshadows cost management in a non-commodity environment,
Utilizing collaborative solutioning to outperform competitive forces,
Performing the critical balancing act of relationship management and tough negotiations to
maximize success.

Schaeffer, DoD Systems Engineering and CMMI, NDIA CMMI Conference, Denver, Nov 17, 2004.

Schaeffer, DoD Systems Engineering and CMMI, NDIA CMMI Conference, Denver, Nov 17, 2004.

Schaeffer, Workshop and Summit on CMMI Use in DoD Programs, September 7, 2005.

Industry to DoD: 5 + 1 => 0

Schaeffer, DoD and CMMI, NDIA, Nov 15, 2005

The New(est) look at CMMI for ACQ and DEV
¾ In the current marketplace, there are maturity models, standards, methodologies, and
guidelines that can help an organization improve the way it does business. However,
most available improvement approaches focus on a specific part of the business and
do not take a systemic approach to the problems that most organizations are facing.
¾ By focusing on improving one area of a business, these models have unfortunately
perpetuated the stovepipes and barriers that exist in organizations.
¾ Capability Maturity Model® Integration (CMMI®) provides an opportunity to avoid or
eliminate these stovepipes and barriers through integrated models that transcend
disciplines. [pg 3]
¾ Since 1991, CMMs have been developed for a myriad of disciplines. Some of the most
notable include models for systems engineering, software engineering, software
acquisition, workforce management and development, and integrated product and
process development.
¾ Although these models have proved useful to many organizations in different
industries, the use of multiple models has been problematic.
Dodson, et al, Adapting CMMI for Acquisition Organizations: A Preliminary Report,
Improving Processes for Better Products, CMU-2006-SE-005. June 2006.

CMMI ACQ ASSESSMENT OF SITUATION
¾ Although these models have proved useful to many organizations in
different industries, the use of multiple models has been problematic.
¾ Many organizations would like their improvement efforts to span
different groups in their organizations.
¾ However, the differences among these discipline-specific models
used by each group, including their architecture, content, and
approach, have limited these organizations’ ability to broaden their
improvements successfully.
¾ Further, applying multiple models that are not integrated within and
across an organization is costly in terms of training, appraisals, and
improvement activities. [pg 6]
Dodson, et al, Adapting CMMI for Acquisition Organizations: A Preliminary Report,
Improving Processes for Better Products, CMU-2006-SE-005. June 2006.

CMMI ACQ BASIC ARCHITECTURE: 16 + 6
¾ The initial draft CMMI-ACQ contains unique acquisition
practices in six process area that cover solicitation and
supplier agreement development, acquisitions management,
acquisition requirements development, acquisitions technical
solution, acquisition validation, and acquisition verification.
¾ The six process areas are supplemented by 16 process areas
that cover project management, organizational and support
process areas.
¾ These 16 processes are necessary but not sufficient to
executing as a successful acquirer. [ACQ] [pg 8]

Dodson, et al, Adapting CMMI for Acquisition Organizations: A Preliminary
Report, Improving Processes for Better Products, CMU-2006-SE-005. June 2006.

CMMI-ACQ’s TWO ‘IMPROVEMENT’ APPROACHES
¾ Levels are used in CMMI to describe an evolutionary path
recommended for an organization that wants to improve the
processes it uses to acquire its products and services. Levels
can also be the outcome of the rating activity of appraisals.
¾ Appraisals can apply to organizations that comprise entire
companies, or to smaller groups such as a small group of
projects or a division within a company. [ACQ]
¾ CMMI supports two improvement approaches.
 The first utilizes what is called the continuous representation; the
continuous representation is based on capability levels.
 The second utilizes what is called the staged representation; the
staged representation is based on maturity levels. [ACQ] [pg 19]

Dodson, et al, Adapting CMMI for Acquisition Organizations: A Preliminary
Report, Improving Processes for Better Products, CMU-2006-SE-005. June 2006.

Integration => A new Acquisition Framework
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A New Paradigm
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An Acquisition Process Conceptual Model
This Acquisition Process model contains four types of service levels:
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[Marais, Global Sourcing in an Increasingly Outsourced Environment, SIM ITPWG, 2006.]
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Framework for Acquisition Relationship Management Program
¾ Acquisition effectiveness is judged by what you measure
¾ Acquisition process models should measure the necessary elements
bilaterally in each of the following categories:
 Partnership
 Process
 Continuous Improvement
 Performance
¾ Acquisition process models should differentiate between tough
negotiations and good relationships which are not mutually exclusive
¾ “Where’s the Meat?”
 Good acquisition processes depend on the bridging processes in the
middle.
 Acquisition processes which focus on the two halves of the bun miss the
meat.

¾ One Unified Acquisition Process model for Acquirer and Provider
solves the “gap in the middle” problem.

Modified from Marais, Global Sourcing in an Increasingly Outsourced Environment, SIM ITPWG, 2006.

CMMI-AMÎCMMI-ACQÎCMMI-I (one model)

Schaeffer, 2004

Strategic Sourcing: Acquisition as an
Integrated End-to-End Model
¾ Industry Best Practices in “strategic sourcing”
[might] represent a useful approach to consider for
framing [future] integration efforts within the CMMI
model “family”
 The conceptual view of one CMM model for each
end of a dumbbell (CMMI ACQ + CMMI DEV)
might be found to work less well than one
integrated model for whole process:
Focus on acquirer processes [one end]
Focus on supplier processes [one end]
Focus on acquirer-supplier processes
[bidirectional evaluative gap-bridging
processes] in the middle
ACQUIRER
processes

ACQUISITION PROCESS MGT
ÍÎ
THIS IS BEST DESCRIBED and
MANAGED within ONE MODEL

SUPPLIER
processes
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